Romantics of Murder in Lansingburgh, NY
A Body In a Suitcase In the Hudson River: An Upper Class TV Drama?

Troy Ny has had a depressing several years of crime increase, including two homicides that made their way across the nations internet. They seemed to be very entertaining to people who don’t live in the neighborhood. Johnny Oquendo committed a horrific murder of an innocent civilian in 2017 in Lansingburgh NY relevant to a restaurant there. No mention was ever made which it was perhaps to save the face of the owner, but I have ideas, knowing many mafia families in this area. But this murder was committed in the same year as the 4Homicide, which leads me to believe the orchestrator of Oquendo’s possessed mind wanted a double on this community.

It must be made clear concerning this article that I AM IN AGREEMENT with the conviction of Oquendo, but I am questioning (based in theory of corruption) the involvement of police forensics and an orchestration by the upper class in this crime, also based in theory (see the Evil Cop’s Hate).

Since I do not trust Nicholas Buonanno’s reporting, and I feel the upper class may have had involvement with orchestrating this crime, I am going to set out to solve the crime myself. Thus the resolution will not only be based in Oquendo’s proven guilt and for a hideous murder, but also the alleged freemason sacrifice for the city officer’s satanic powers.

Johnny’s sentencing

Assistant DA Andrew Botts convinced the jury of Oquendo’s guilt. What connections did Botts have with Joel Aberlove who is under at least one corruption charge (facing 7 years imprisonment) as of the date of this issue?

If Troy’s Sgt. Mark Malloy’s is our type of a corrupt cop in this study module, considering his “betrayal” against me (see Gucci Times Issue 49): did he also play a role in developing Oquendo’s mind for this “TV-drama” crime? Didn’t Malloy intend to make me a hardened criminal with police forensics used illegally but miserably failed?

But it seems it doesn’t end with the police department, but continues with the corrections officer. Somehow Oquendo was convinced in jail he could “represent himself” in some kind of retrial, that maybe he could get out of jail and do it again. But Oquendo has a big surprise coming when he finds out my dad is not just a pipefitter. Besides, if I go down - I go down for my country, and hopefully my public media will carry on.

Aspiration to be a federal officer: Robinson has had a long-standing goal to be a federal officer who cracks down on cop and other city official crimes, as well as hunt penal code suspects Jim says, “Get your own gun legally. The cops only come afterwards.”

Forensics used illegally by a small percentage of a big police force when cops run a beat have allegedly caused crime. Cops have been convicted for being part of criminal drug rings, prostitution stands and other racketeering in a city, allegedly “training thugs like dogs” to facilitate crimes for the upper class.